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ABSTRACT 
This article presents some strategies for adaptive reuse buildings remaining from the 
high-quality industrialized and prefabricated architecture by João Filgueiras Lima, the 
Brazilian architect also known as Lelé. Our main objective is recharging industrial 
heritage and fighting for its sustainable development and better future. It aims to 
demonstrate how Lelé's prefabricated architecture was thought and built to meet 
diversity, specificities and transformations over decades since its creation, and also to 
affirm its legacy today, when many school buildings that he conceived and produced at 
the 80’s were demolished, despite their importance as modern and industrial heritage 
in Bahia, Brazil.  
 
FIRST PREFABRICATION WORKS IN BRASILIA AND ABADIÂNIA 
Lelé developed many experiments with prefabrication of heavy elements in precast 
concrete at the constructions works of Brasilia, the modernist capital of Brazil, with 
Oscar Niemeyer in the 1960s.  
In 1962 he was invited by Niemeyer and started to do “that prefabricated stuff” 
(LATORRACA, 2000, p.17) never experienced in Brazil before. So, they planned to 
implement a factory of architecture at the University of Brasilia, starting by visiting 
countries in Europe to study precedent experiences about prefabrication and see what 
could better meet Brazilian’s reality and demands. 
After some important experiences, the precast reinforced concrete factory at the 
University of Brasilia was aborted by the military coup of 1964, but Lelé kept in mind the 
problem which involved the need to produce architecture for a large number of people 
attending to collective and social issues. He elaborated a constructive system 
considering Brazil climate, culture and minimizing the problem of waste and disqualified 
labor with a greater elaboration of design and production process. 
In the early 1980s, in Abadiânia, a small town in the Brazil's countryside of Goiás, Lelé 
carried out the experience of designing a factory of prefabricated elements to build rural 
schools and bridges. He used modern and innovative production techniques, a modular 
dimension system and a collection of lightweight elements fabricated with reinforced 
mortar. And, for that he counted on the only help of some local citizens who had never 
worked as builders before.  
This first experience with what Lelé called “Rural Transitory Schools” is important to 
demonstrate how this streamlined, precise, sophisticated and efficient system and 
components can be used as example of industrialized and didactic construction, with 
easy replacement of damaged parts as well as facilitate future adaptations to respond 
to functional changes. He had a special attention to the need for good quality 
architecture at low cost, in a situation where it was crucial to make it possible. 
 



THE FACTORY OF SCHOOLS AND COMMUNITY EQUIPMENT – FAEC 
“Sixty days from now we must have here a school for two thousand 
pupils”. (KERTEZ apud LATORRACA, 2000, p.26) 
 

After the experience with the schools in Abadiânia, between 1985 and 1989, in Salvador, 
Lelé created the FAEC (Factory of Architecture and Community Equipment). Its program 
included several building types and produced works of infrastructure and urban 
equipment for the city, in addition to building more than 40 two-story schools using 
more complex elements and facing problems such as difficult access and topography, 
high population density and small plots in poor neighborhoods.  
At FAEC the small thicknesses and lightness of the manufactured parts offered the 
possibility of carrying out the works in less time, using less energy and inputs, with less 
cost and greater quality control. Also, because of the lighter parts, it was possible to 
transport and assemble the structures on these rugged and unstable terrains without 
mechanization, for what only two workers were needed. It is important to mention that 
the workers were commonly recruited from the residents of the immediate 
surroundings, with the objective of involving and remunerating the neighborhood and 
users, these being one more characteristic of their greater technological adequacy. 
The schools in Salvador were built mainly in the favelas. In comparison with schools in 
the rural area, besides a second floor It gained new construction elements, such as stairs 
and different types of beams, ribs and floor slabs. Different sealing and covering 
elements were also produced at this stage, which gives a good programmatic and formal 
diversity to the buildings produced. The option for verticalization was an alternative to 
adapt to the greater demands and unavailability of public land with dimensions for its 
construction on a single floor, characterized by densely occupied environments. 
Also, at this phase of his work, Lelé continually improves previous versions of buildings 
and elements with the same technical rigor, austerity and elegance that characterize all 
his works, adapting them to the new realities and contexts. Without painting or glass 
elements, the planned life span for these schools was around twenty years, which made 
them viable and at an appropriate cost. 
Because of the changes in the political scenario, FAEC became extinct and with it “an 
instrument of change, of producing an architecture with which the low-income 
population identified itself, by dignifying man in various aspects”, in the Lelé's words. 
(LATORRACA, 2000, p. 26). 
Nowadays, many of these schools from FAEC period were demolished by the City Hall 
due to maintenance problems, despite their concept and construction methodology of 
easy exchange of elements. A few of them still exist, like Germano Tabacof Pavilion, at 
the School of Fine Arts (EBA), and Iansã Module, at the Faculty of Architecture (FAUFBA), 
both at the Federal University of Bahia’s campus.  
As professors and researchers, we are part of a group that is endeavoring to maintain 
both samples of this phase of Lelé's work, adapting it to nowadays demands and uses. 
These two reminiscent buildings are a legacy of industrialization, prefabrication and 
modern architecture production in Bahia, and recent proposals for their adaptive reuse 
are in development by teams of architects, engineers, students and professors at 
FAUFBA.  
 
THE ACCS ARQB13 and the school buildings at UFBA 



ACCSARQB13 - Prefabrication in Architecture, consists of a theoretical-practical research 
discipline that was created with the aim of studying Lelé's school units at FAEC. 
It was created in 2015 after the announcement of the demolition of many of these 
schools by the City Hall, with the aim of introducing students and users to the design 
and construction system created by the architect and facilitating the recovery and 
maintenance of these school buildings, producing a booklet for responsible employees 
and administrators to use it. 
From the visits, we studied the characteristics of the urban insertions of these school 
units and the forms of appropriation of space by the communities, as well as we 
evaluated its state of conservation. We studied the buildings inside the campus as a 
starting point and for students to get to know the building system adopted by the 
architect. 
 
GERMANO TABACOF PAVILION - EBA 
Since its first version, in 2015, the teachers involved with ACCSARQB13 were invited to 
be part of a Work Commission, made up by the Director of the School of Fine Arts of 
UFBA (EBA), with the objective of recovering the Germano Tabacof Pavilion (PGT), one 
of the Lelé’s buildings at the UFBA campus, with forms and elements better preserved 
in its original characteristics. 
For the adaptive reuse of PGT, the professors contributed as architects developing the 
plans as an extension activity and with the participation of other professors, graduate 
students of Architecture and Engineering at UFBA, as well as post-graduate and 
technical education students. 
The work consisted in the joint elaboration and careful evaluation of the state of 
conservation of the armed mortar pieces constituents of the building that, according to 
the system proposed by Lelé, should be replaced as periodic maintenance, according to 
the needs over time. 
The projected system provides for and admits, in addition to extensions, adaptations to 
new programs, which was importantly considered in the recovery project by teachers, 
who proposed new components and details, consistent with the new legal 
requirements, technologies and materials available, especially considering more than 
thirty years since the original design and manufacturing of its elements. 
 
IANSÃ MODULE – FAUFBA 
We have been studying the architecture of Iansã Module with the students since we 
became professors at FAUFBA, and specially with the ACCSARQB13. Are of our interests 
its constructive system, forms, components amongst many other lessons we can learn 
from this sample of Lelé’s architecture from FAEC we have at our campus.  
Since 2015 we have been drawing, measuring, studying its molds and possible new 
mixtures related to armer mortar, to make it more applicable and up to date with the 
scientific advances and experimentation. We are also registering all the pathologies that 
can be seen and taking samples to do essays in laboratory. As it is perfectly fit to recover 
it just replacing its pieces, we understand that improve its mixture is part of his author’s 
method and legacy. So, this principle is desirable and applicable in his buildings to be 
recovered. 
As the building suffered some important changes from its original version, besides 
changing its rotten pieces after more than thirty years, our effort is about to bring it back 



to natural lighting and ventilation, what is at this moment strongly in disagreement with 
its author’s understandings, first design and plans.  
More recently with the new director of our faculty, efforts have been done to keep the 
Iansã Module building, that is under threat, to recover it and to make it become a 
construction laboratory for research and experimentations on our campus. 
 
CONCLUSION 

“If we do not recur to industrialization means, the civilized solution to this 
problem will become always remoter”. (LELÉ apud LATORRACA, p.24). 

 
Lelé's rigor aims to meet the principles of quality, spatial flexibility and economy of 
material resources with precision, simplicity and harmony. Formal efficiency and 
technological adequacy were sought by him as a continuous elaboration throughout his 
work, where sophistication is found in simplicity. 
Having worked with the architect and today, as professors and researchers, we seek to 
value and maintain his architecture, but also to maintain and disseminate all the 
knowledge he has built over decades working with prefabricated buildings for a better 
Brazil, with ideas, strategies and other ecologically responsible, economically viable, 
socially just and culturally diverse attitudes. 
More recently, at FAUFBA and because of the pandemic we created an online extension 
course entitled About Lelé architecture: learning reports, bringing together several 
researchers, professionals and students from all over the country to tell and hear 
testimonies from professionals and friends who followed different stages of Lelé’s 
production and, later, to discuss and better understand his works.  
And, since 2021 we also created the research group FABER: Architecture, Construction, 
Technology and Heritage, with studies on theory, design, construction methods, 
conservation and restauration of Lelé’s legacy. Our team are researching on Lelé’s 
factories, molds and components, to understand all the process and better keep his 
legacy alive.  
Nowadays It is our goal to recover these buildings to its first concept and design ideas, 
despite with different functions and spatial arrangements. From the development of the 
adaptive reuse and recovery project of both these samples at EBA and FAUFBA, an 
agreement was proposed to be signed between UFBA, the City Hall in Salvador and 
DESAL, the latter, a municipal company that owns the set of metal forms designed and 
manufactured by the architect in his FAEC phase. And it is also part of our effort looking 
for funds to proceed to recover these important buildings as the university have some 
but it is not enough. 
It is a pleasure to present and discuss our effort recovering PGT EBA and IANSÃ MODULE, 
especially considering the industrial and innovative technologies applied and used in 
their making and facing the difficulties and advantages of designing with prefabricated 
industrial heritage. 
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